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Exposure Stressor -> Tobacco product

An Overview by EU commission: Tobacco, Cigarettes and Cigarette Smoke

Various parts of the ontology

500 published abstracts from CORESTA, MRB, SOT, TSRC, Selventa, and Vitrocell.

Exposure Event -> Spatial quality

CSEO Resources
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Provantis
Labvantage
NCI Thesaurus
C-DISC
ArrayExpress
Measurement Units Ontology
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Experimental Factor Ontology
NCBITaxon
OpenToxipedia
ExO
BFO

Exposure Outcome -> Clinical activity
Exposure Receptor -> Organism
Exposure Receptor -> Anatomic Structure, System, or Substance
Exposure Outcome -> Biological response
Experiment -> Experimental factor -> Measurement
Experiment -> Experimental factor -> Unit
Experiment -> Experimental factor -> Protocol
Exposure Outcome -> Finding
Various parts of the ontology
Exposure event/outcome/receptor/stressor
Entity -> Continuant/Occurrent